Introduction
The kinetochore is the macromolecular machine that connects chromosomes to dynamic spindle microtubules at cell division. For genomic information to be accurately segregated and preserved as cells divide, the attachment of chromosomes to the spindle must be both robust and correct. As such, the kinetochore plays key physical and signaling roles: it must grip spindle microtubules, and must -as a 'computer' -process attachment information to signal when anaphase can and cannot begin ('spindle assembly checkpoint' (SAC)).
The mammalian kinetochore is built from 100 protein species present in many copies in a well-defined stoichiometry, and it binds the 15-25 microtubules that make up the kinetochore-fiber (k-fiber) [1, 2] (Figure 1a) . We now have a near complete parts list for the mammalian kinetochore, and there are significant efforts to map the stoichiometry, structure and biochemistry of this macromolecular machine [2] [3] [4] . Yet, how this machine's mechanical and computational functions emerge from its component parts has long remained a frontier because of the system's complexity and since mammalian kinetochores and k-fibers cannot yet be reconstituted in vitro. Expanding physical and molecular toolkits in cells are now helping us address this question.
In this review, we focus on how the mammalian kinetochore's individual parts together, as an ensemble, give rise to some of its key mechanical and signaling functions as it binds the k-fiber's many microtubules ( Figure 1b) . In two parts, we review recent work addressing two questions: (1) How do kinetochores grip multiple microtubules to maintain attachments that are mechanically robust, and yet flexible enough to allow microtubule to grow and shrink and detach to correct errors? (2) How do kinetochores integrate attachment information across multiple microtubules to compute a single output decision and allow anaphase entry? Many of the same proteins are involved in the kinetochore's microtubule attachment and decision-making, and attachment serves as an input signal and signaling platform for decision-making. As such, we review them together, highlighting engineering principles that generate robust kinetochore function.
Mechanics: principles of robust grip
The inner kinetochore assembles on centromeric chromatin while the outer kinetochore forms the microtubule binding and signaling platform [5] . During microtubule attachment, outer kinetochore modules undergo structural rearrangements thought to aid in efficient spindle assembly [6] [7] [8] [9] . Kinetochores face a challenging task: if they bind too tightly to microtubules, they avoid detachment but may disrupt microtubule dynamics (growth and shrinkage) or stabilize incorrect attachments, yet if they bind too loosely, they may not be able to correctly move chromosomes into each daughter cell. The kinetochore-microtubule interface must, therefore, be tuned to achieve robust and dynamic, not just strong, binding. Diverse architectural features of this interface are well-suited to facilitate robust grip ( Figure 2 ): many outer kinetochore proteins work together to bind many microtubules in a k-fiber (redundancy), a diversity of kinetochore proteins likely contribute to load-bearing (specialization), the mechanics of the interface can be regulated to adjust grip as needed (tunability) and k-fiber microtubules can grow and shrink (dynamicity), generating force to move chromosomes and allowing the spindle to remodel itself. We provide key examples of these features below, focusing on recent work.
Redundancy
Redundancy is a hallmark of the mammalian kinetochoremicrotubule interface. We use 'redundancy' to emphasize the mutiplicity of components, where each and every copy may not be necessary. The kinetochore's main load-bearing microtubule binding unit, the Ndc80 complex [10, 11] , has 250 copies per kinetochore (Figure 2a) ) may also be critical for robust tracking of dynamic microtubules by providing multiple contact points. At the kinetochoremicrotubule interface, redundancy also occurs at the level of many microtubules (Figure 2a ). Many microtubules compose the mature k-fiber, exceeding the minimum number required for SAC satisfaction [16 ,17] and the estimated number needed to generate force to move a chromosome [18, 19] . The high number of bound microtubules may instead ensure robust segregation by ensuring that turnover of k-fiber microtubules or error correction activities -both essential to function -do not fully disconnect a kinetochore from the spindle [16 ] . Further, having many redundant kinetochore coupling points may provide more sites for cellular regulation to tune microtubule affinity [20] . A better understanding of the mechanisms setting how many microtubules make a
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(b) Kinetochore architecture, mechanics and signaling nodes feedback on each other to give rise to robust kinetochore function. In this review, we highlight (solid arrows) how the specific molecular interactions and architecture (orange puzzle pieces) gives rise to robust grip (section (1), blue), and how these in turn give rise to robust computation (section (2), green).
k-fiber and how a k-fiber is assembled [David et al., bioRxiv doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/501445] should provide insight into how the cell regulates the stoichiometry of the kinetochore-microtubule interface and its implications for kinetochore function.
Specialization
Not only do kinetochore proteins play highly specialized biochemical roles, they also play specialized mechanical roles in microtubule binding (Figure 2b) . Some of these proteins may be regulated to correct errors or stabilize proper attachments as mitosis progresses. Defining the specific mechanical functions and relative contributions of different proteins to the mechanics of the kinetochoremicrotubule interface will be an important step to understanding kinetochore structure-function. Several proteins act in kinetochore-microtubule attachment in addition to the Ndc80 complex. For example, proteins such as the Ska complex [21,22
,23,24], Cdt1 [25] and astrin-SKAP [26] have been proposed to act as additional couplers between kinetochores and microtubules, perhaps as 'lock-down' factors [22 ] . Notably, many of these modules' grip is regulated by the same set of kinases and phosphatases (tunability), which may ensure that whole kinetochore mechanics can be tuned as one ensemble (Figure 2c ) [25, [27] [28] [29] . Specialization in grip may also arise from the same outer kinetochore protein complexes engaging differently either in structure or in number with growing versus shrinking microtubules ( Figure 2b ) [13 ,30] . Determining which protein modules map to sites of active (energy consuming) and passive (non-energy consuming, e.g. frictional) force generation at the kinetochore-microtubule interface will be an important step forward [30, 31] . Just as ascribing specific biochemical functions to kinetochore proteins has helped us understand the mechanisms of kinetochore signaling, mapping specific mechanical functions to diverse proteins will help us understand the underlying engineering principles that drive the kinetochore's robust grip.
Dynamicity
Robust grip is determined by not only kinetochore composition and architecture, but also by the k-fiber's dynamicity (Figure 2d ). K-fiber shrinkage powers chromosome movement [19] and k-fiber growth allows movement of the paired sister kinetochore. Thus, it is key for the cell to limit growth and shrinkage velocities [32, 33] , to ensure that shrinking microtubules can move chromosomes on relevant timescales, and that kinetochores can keep track of microtubule ends without losing grip. Plus-end dynamics of individual microtubules within the kinetochore must also be coordinated [34] . An ensemble of regulatory proteins limits the dynamic range of microtubule growth and shrinkage, and imbalance of these regulators can lead to mitotic errors [35, 36] . Further, just as microtubule dynamics can generate mechanical force, they are also regulated by force. The ability of force (in a given regime) to stabilize attachments has been directly shown and mapped at the isolated budding yeast kinetochore [37] and at grasshopper kinetochores inside cells [18, 38] , but we still lack a direct and quantitative understanding at the mammalian kinetochore. In principle, the ability of microtubule dynamics to respond to force is well suited to help dissipate force across the spindle, providing 'slack' in the system [39] . Flux of k-fiber microtubules toward spindle poles may play a similar role [39] [40] [41] , and could also enhance kinetochore binding by biasing k-fibers toward a growing state where kinetochores may have specialized engagement [13 ] . In addition to microtubule end dynamics, the lifetime of components of the kinetochore-microtubule interface must also drive the interface's mechanical function [42] . For example, the engagement between individual Ndc80 complexes and the microtubule is highly transient, which may allow rapid interface dynamics, while the longer lifetime of k-fiber microtubules is well-suited to ensure that correct microtubule attachments are stable.
Mechanical insights across species
We have much to learn about kinetochore structurefunction relationships from studying both differences and similarities between kinetochores across the tree of life [43] [44] [45] . For example, studying kinetochores of different sizes [46 ] or that bind different numbers of microtubules can illuminate diverse strategies that have emerged under different evolutionary constraints to accomplish the same task of chromosome segregation. Much of our understanding of kinetochore mechanics has come from studying species with point (monocentric) kinetochores, yet many species have holocentric kinetochores which face different challenges for grip and coordination of dynamics of microtubules that are spatially distant. Comparing the mechanical function of diverse kinetochore architectures may reveal new principles governing the mechanics of the kinetochore-microtubule interface.
Computation: principles of robust decisionmaking
The underlying principles that facilitate robust kinetochore grip directly constrain the inputs that the SAC detects and integrates to make signaling decisions. Indeed, the kinetochore uses the same outer kinetochore module (KMN network) to perform its mechanical and computational functions [47] , in both cases in the context of a highly redundant, complex, and dynamic system. The kinetochore accepts input signals from its local environment and produces an output signal that ultimately controls global cell cycle progression ( Figure 3 ). The inputs that the SAC has been proposed to detect (Ndc80-microtubule binding and tension across the kinetochore) and the output it produces (Mad1 level at that kinetochore) are highly dynamic and variable in magnitude [1, 2, 48] . Mapping how an input of a certain magnitude is converted into an output is critical to understanding how the kinetochore 'computes'. How do we go from mapping the physical architecture of kinetochoremicrotubule attachments (the 'hardware') [3] to understanding the network architecture that describes the complex SAC signaling cascade that emerges (the 'software') [49] ? Here, we discuss recent advances in our understanding of kinetochore computation. These include which inputs kinetochores detect, how they detect and integrate them across the entire kinetochore structure, and how the structure of the kinetochore-microtubule interface and behavior of the SAC lead to robust chromosome segregation.
Identifying relevant SAC inputs
A necessary step to understanding kinetochore SAC signal processing is to identify which element of microtubule attachment is the key SAC input signal (Figure 3a) . Two such elements have been proposed: microtubule binding [50, 51] and tension generated by dynamic microtubules, either between two kinetochores [52] or across an individual kinetochore [53, 54] . Microtubule binding is necessary to turn off the SAC [55] , but whether it is sufficient is not yet clear. We now know that tension between kinetochores is not necessary to turn off the SAC [17, 56, 57] . The role of tension across an individual kinetochore has been harder to probe since pushing forces on chromosomes arms can, in principle, even produce tension on mono-attached or unpaired kinetochores. Tension could deform the kinetochore, and trigger biochemical events, and kinetochore deformations sometimes correlate with a 'SAC off' state [53, 54] . However, whether these deformations are causal for turning off the SAC is far from clear [58] , and metaphaselevel deformations that are being measured are not required to turn off the SAC [56, 57] . Further, both tension and microtubule binding could result in kinetochore reorganization that is functionally relevant yet undetectable with current deformation mapping approaches. Independent of what exact element of microtubule attachment is the key SAC input signal, this input signal is expected to scale with the number of attached microtubules ('occupancy').
Signal detection and integration
In order for the kinetochore to convert microtubule attachment into an output signal (ultimately Mad1 loss), it must both detect microtubule attachment signals and integrate them across its structure (Figure 3b ). There are two recent, non-mutually exclusive detection models: Ndc80-microtubule binding may physically displace SAC kinase Mps1 from its targets within the kinetochore [59] or microtubules may physically occupy Mps1-kinetochore binding sites and prevent Mps1 recruitment [60, 61] (Figure 3b) . Kinetochore-microtubule binding may also lead to the recruitment of phosphatases that oppose Mps1 [62] . How each kinetochore integrates these local changes in SAC activity at individual microtubule attachment subunits into a global 'whole kinetochore' response is less well understood.
Functionally, the degree to which the kinetochore integrates attachment information dictates the quantitative relationship between the input attachment level and output Mad1 kinetochore level (Figure 3b,c) . A highly integrated checkpoint response could produce a switch-like 'digital' input-output relationship, while a response where attachment subunits function independently to trigger an output could produce a linear 'analog' input-output relationship (Figure 3b) [49, 64] . This network may help cells to sensitively and rapidly mount a SAC response.
Interplay between kinetochore-microtubule interface mechanics and robust signaling
The properties of the kinetochore-microtubule interface that set robust grip are well suited to maintaining a robust SAC response. First, because of the intrinsic redundancy of the k-fiber, the loss of a single attached microtubule in a metaphase k-fiber is expected to have little overall effect on checkpoint signaling. Absence of redundancy, for example in budding yeast which bind one microtubule per kinetochore [65] , results in higher sensitivity to attachment loss. Therefore, species with low redundancy may avoid mitotic delays by biorienting chromosomes early in mitosis [66, 67] and rapidly turning the SAC off [68] . Additionally, the tunability and dynamic nature of kinetochore-microtubule grip may help avoid false positives (e.g. attachments from an incorrect pole that lose Mad1) early in mitosis by destabilizing incorrect attachments, and help avoid false negatives (correct attachments that do not lose Mad1) late in mitosis by preferentially stabilizing correct attachments using specialized proteins.
Cellular-scale implications of kinetochore decisionmaking
While Mad1 loss occurs independently at each kinetochore, the decision to satisfy the SAC and progress to anaphase is computed over the whole cell. This signal integration is critical to ensure timely and accurate mitosis. The cell requires a balance between a permissive Mad1 loss response that could lead erroneous Robust computation at the mammalian kinetochore-microtubule interface. The kinetochore is the platform for spindle assembly checkpoint signaling in which (a) microtubule occupancy inputs are (b) detected (left) and integrated (right) to compute a (c) checkpoint output, namely the level of Mad1 localization and generation of diffusible inhibitors that prevent anaphase onset. As microtubule occupancy (purple, input) rises during k-fiber formation, Mad1 begins to leave the kinetochore (turquoise, output). Microtubule input detection could, for example, occur through a competition model where microtubules occupy Mps1 binding sites (top), or through a displacement model where microtubule binding distances kinases from substrates (bottom). The kinetochore must integrate signals from detected microtubules to reach an output decision: it could do this linearly, where information from each microtubule is processed independently, or non-linearly where information from different microtubules is processed together to give rise to a threshold number of microtubules for checkpoint satisfaction.
attachments to allow anaphase (false positives), and a stringent Mad1 loss response that could lead noisy yet correct attachments to prevent anaphase (false negatives) -especially given the dynamicity of kinetochoremicrotubule attachments. Because the cell is sensitive to small changes in Mad1 levels at kinetochores [48, 70, 71] , and the number of microtubules in metaphase k-fibers is variable [1] , it could, in principle, be highly susceptible to false negatives. However, by removing Mad1 at occupancy levels below the lowest numbers of microtubules typically found in a metaphase k-fiber [16 ,17,63 ], the cell can avoid reactivating the SAC upon transient drops in microtubule occupancy during metaphase, avoiding unnecessarily mitotic delays. Conversely, mechanisms exist to prevent cells from immediately esponding to false positives: these include cytoplasm-wide SAC activation in early mitosis that is independent of kinetochore attachments [72] , and the amplification of kinetochore-generated Mad1 signals in the cytoplasm [48, [69] [70] [71] [72] 73 ].
Computational insights across species
Looking forward, it will be important to understand what gives rise to the SAC's quantitative input-output relationship and how it may vary in different cell types or across evolution over diverse kinetochore architectures [45] . For example, whether a holocentric Caenorhabditis elegans kinetochore can -or should -remove Mad1 across its entire 2-4 mm structure in response to weak and localized microtubule attachment is not known. Comparison of diverse kinetochores across species may illuminate different strategies for signal detection and integration and provide key insight into the evolution of the SAC signaling network.
Conclusions
How the mammalian kinetochore's parts list gives rise to its emergent mechanical and computation functions remains a frontier. Still, recent findings building on classic work suggest that key insights are within reach. Principles that underlie the kinetochore's robust function are emerging: from the redundancy, specialization, and dynamicity that drive robust microtubule attachment, to simple signal processing features such as nonlinearity, sensitivity, and a built-in delay that are well-suited for robust decision-making. Looking forward, approaches and thinking from engineering and systems biology will be key to defining these emergent 'whole kinetochore' properties, and for uncovering their molecular bases and functions. Many of these properties remain poorly understood: for example, why do many species' kinetochores bind so many more microtubules than are mechanically required for moving chromosomes? Budding yeast divide successfully with just one kinetochore-microtubule, fission yeast kinetochores bind four microtubules, while mammalian kinetochores bind 15-25 microtubules [1] . To define and probe the kinetochore's emergent properties, we will need tools to physically and molecularly perturb the kinetochore with a new level of control, and to read out quantitative responses: for example, approaches to externally control force and dynamics and to quantitatively rewire kinetochore composition (e.g. with optogenetics [74] ) will be critical. Ultimately, the conceptual and experimental integration of kinetochore architecture, mechanics, and signal processing (Figure 1b) will be essential to understanding how robust chromosome segregation emerges from the kinetochore's many parts.
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